Abstract. Brown and Gordon asked whether the Poisson Dixmier-Moeglin equivalence holds for any complex affine Poisson algebra; that is, whether the sets of Poisson rational ideals, Poisson primitive ideals, and Poisson locally closed ideals coincide. In this article a complete answer is given to this question using techniques from differential-algebraic geometry and model theory. In particular, it is shown that while the sets of Poisson rational and Poisson primitive ideals do coincide, in every Krull dimension at least four there are complex affine Poisson algebras with Poisson rational ideals that are not Poisson locally closed. These counterexamples also give rise to counterexamples to the classical (noncommutative) Dixmier-Moeglin equivalence in finite GK dimension. A weaker version of the Poisson Dixmier-Moeglin equivalence is proven for all complex affine Poisson algebras, from which it follows that the full equivalence holds in Krull dimension three or less. Finally, it is shown that everything, except possibly that rationality implies primitivity, can be done over an arbitrary base field of characteristic zero.
Introduction
It is usually difficult to fully classify all the irreducible representations of a given algebra over a field. As a substitute, one often focuses on the annihilators of the simple (left) modules, the so-called primitive ideals, which already provide a great deal of information on the representation theory of the algebra. This idea was successfully developed by Dixmier [7] and Moeglin [35] in the case of enveloping algebras of finite-dimensional Lie algebras. In particular, their seminal work shows that primitive ideals can be characterised both topologically and algebraically among the prime ideals, as follows. Let A be a (possibly noncommutative) algebra over a field k. If P ∈ Spec(A), then the quotient algebra A/P is prime Noetherian, and so by Goldie's Theorem (see for instance [34, Theorem 2.3 .6]), we can localize A/P at the set of all regular elements of A/P . The resulting algebra, denoted by Frac(A/P ), is simple Artinian. It follows from the Artin-Wedderburn Theorem that Frac(A/P ) is isomorphic to a matrix algebra over a division ring D. As a consequence, the centre of Frac(A/P ) is isomorphic to the centre of the division ring D, and so this is a field extension of the base field k. A prime ideal P ∈ Spec(A) is rational provided the centre of the Goldie quotient ring Frac(A/P ) is algebraic over the base field k. On the other hand, P is said to be locally closed if {P } is a locally closed point of the prime spectrum Spec(A) of A endowed with the Zariski topology (which still makes sense in the noncommutative world, see for instance [34, 4.6 
.14]). The results of Dixmier and Moeglin show that if
A is the enveloping algebra of a finite-dimensional complex Lie algebra, then the notions of primitive, locally closed, and rational coincide. This result was later extended by Irving and Small to arbitrary base fields of characteristic zero [24] . The spectacular result of Dixmier and Moeglin has primarily led to research in three directions. First, it has been shown that under mild hypotheses, we have the following implications:
P locally closed ⇒ P primitive ⇒ P rational.
Next, examples of algebras where the converse implications are not true were found. More precisely, Irving [23] gave an example of a rational ideal which is not primitive, and Lorenz [30] constructed an example of a primitive ideal which is not locally closed. Finally, the Dixmier-Moeglin equivalence (that is, the coincidence between the sets of primitive ideals, locally closed ideals and rational ideals) was established for important classes of algebras such as quantised coordinate rings [17, 18, 19, 25, 26, 13] , twisted coordinate rings [2] and Leavitt path algebras [1] .
In the spirit of deformation quantization, the aim of this article is to study an analogue of the Dixmier-Moeglin equivalence for affine (i.e., finitely generated and integral) complex Poisson algebras. Recall that a complex Poisson algebra is a commutative C-algebra A equipped with a Lie bracket {−, −} such that {−, x} is a derivation for every x ∈ A, that is, for every x, y, z ∈ A, {yz, x} = y{z, x} + z{y, x}. It is natural to consider the Dixmier-Moeglin equivalence in this setting because most of the noncommutative algebras for which the equivalence has been established recently are noncommutative deformations of classical commutative objects. For instance, the quantised coordinate ring O q (G) of a semisimple complex algebraic group G is a noncommutative deformation of the coordinate ring O(G) of G. Moreover, the noncommutative product in O q (G) gives rise to a Poisson bracket on O(G) via the well known semiclassical limit process (see for instance [4, Chapter III.5] ). As usual in (algebraic) deformation theory, it is natural to ask how the properties from one world translate into the other.
A Poisson ideal of a Poisson algebra A, {−, −} is any ideal I of A such that {I, A} ⊆ I. A prime ideal which is also a Poisson ideal is called a Poisson prime ideal. The set of Poisson prime ideals in A forms the Poisson prime spectrum, denoted PSpecA, which is given the relative Zariski topology inherited from SpecA. In particular, a Poisson prime ideal P is locally closed if there is a nonzero f ∈ A/P such that the localisation (A/P ) f has no proper nontrivial Poisson ideals.
For any ideal J of A, there is a largest Poisson ideal contained in J. This Poisson ideal is called the Poisson core of J. Poisson cores of the maximal ideals of A are called Poisson primitive ideals. The central role of the Poisson primitive ideals was pinpointed by Brown and Gordon. Indeed, they proved for instance that the defining ideals of the Zariski-closures of the symplectic leaves of a complex affine Poisson variety V are precisely the Poisson-primitive ideals of the coordinate ring of V [5, Lemma 3.5] . The fact that the notion of Poisson primitive ideal is a Poisson analogue of the notion of primitive ideal is supported for instance by the following result due to Dixmier-Conze-Duflo-Rentschler-Mathieu and BorhoGabriel-Rentschler-Mathieu, and expressed into (Poisson-)ideal-theoretic terms by Goodearl: Let g be a solvable finite-dimensional complex Lie algebra. Then there is a homeomorphism between the Poisson primitive ideals of the symmetric algebra S(g) of g (endowed with the Kirillov-Kostant-Souriau bracket) and the primitive ideals of the enveloping algebra U (g) of g [11, Theorem 8.11] .
The Poisson center of A is the subalgebra Z p (A) = {z ∈ A | {z, −} ≡ 0}.
For any Poisson prime ideal P of A, there is an induced Poisson bracket on A/P , which extends uniquely to the quotient field Frac(A/P ). We say that P is Poisson rational if the field Z p (Frac(A/P )) is algebraic over the base field k. By analogy with the Dixmier-Moeglin equivalence for enveloping algebras, we say that A satisfies the Poisson Dixmier-Moeglin equivalence provided the following sets of Poisson prime ideals coincide:
(1) The set of Poisson primitive ideals in A; (2) The set of Poisson locally closed ideals; (3) The set of Poisson rational ideals of A.
If A is an affine Poisson algebra, then (2) ⊆ (1) ⊆ (3) [38, 1.7(i), 1.10] , so the main difficulty is whether (3) ⊆ (2).
The Poisson Dixmier-Moeglin equivalence has been established for Poisson algebras with suitable torus actions by Goodearl [10] , so that many Poisson algebras arising as semi-classical limits of quantum algebras satisfy the Poisson DixmierMoeglin equivalence [12] . On the other hand, Brown and Gordon proved that the Poisson Dixmier-Moeglin equivalence holds for any affine complex Poisson algebra with only finitely many Poisson primitive ideals [5, Lemma 3.4] . Given these successes (and the then lack of counterexamples), Brown and Gordon asked [5, Question 3.2] whether the Poisson Dixmier-Moeglin equivalence holds for all affine complex Poisson algebras. In this article, we give a complete answer to this question. We show that (3) = (1) but that (3) = (2). More precisely, we prove that in a finitely generated integral complex Poisson algebra any Poisson rational ideal is We also prove that the hypothesis d ≥ 4 is actually necessary to construct counterexamples; our Theorem 7.3 says that the Poisson Dixmier-Moeglin equivalence holds in Krull dimension ≤ 3. This is deduced from a weak version of the Poisson Dixmier-Moeglin equivalence, where Poisson locally closed ideals are replaced by Poisson prime ideals P such that the set C(P ) := {Q ∈ PSpecA | Q ⊃ P, ht(Q) = ht(P ) + 1} is finite. We prove that for any finitely generated integral complex Poisson algebra, a Poisson prime ideal is Poisson primitive if and only if C(P ) is finite. This is Theorem 7.1 below.
Finally, in Section 8 we show that most of our results extend to arbitrary fields of characteristic zero, and in Section 9 we observe that our results also provide new examples of algebras which do not satisfy the Dixmier-Moeglin equivalence.
What is particularly novel about the approach taken in this paper is that the counterexample comes from differential-algebraic geometry and the model theory of differential fields. As is explained in Proposition 5.2 below, to a commutative Calgebra R equipped with a C-linear derivation δ : R → R we can associate a Poisson bracket on R[t] many of whose properties can be read off from (R, δ). In particular, (0) will be a rational but not locally closed Poisson ideal of R[t] if and only if the kernel of δ on Frac(R) is C and the intersection of all the nontrivial prime δ-ideals (i.e., prime ideals preserved by δ) is zero. As we show in Section 4, the existence of such an (R, δ) can be deduced from the model theory of Manin kernels on abelian varieties over function fields, a topic that was at the heart of Hrushovski's modeltheoretic proof of the function field Mordell-Lang conjecture [21] . We have written Section 4 to be self-contained, translating as much as possible of the underlying model theory into statements of an algebro-geometric nature so that familiarity with model theory is not required.
Differential algebra is also related to the positive results obtained in this paper. We prove in Section 7 that whenever (A, δ 1 , . . . .δ m ) is a finitely generated integral complex differential ring (with the derivations not necessarily commuting), if the intersection of the kernels of the derivations extended to the fraction field is C then there are only finitely many height one prime ideals preserved by all the derivations (Theorem 6.1). This theorem, when m = 1, is a special case of an old unpublished result of Hrushovski's generalising a theorem of Jouanolou. Our weak DixmierMoeglin equivalence is proved by applying the above theorem to a Poisson algebra A with derivations given by δ i = {−, x i } where {x 1 , . . . , x m } is a set of generators of A over C.
Throughout the remainder of this paper all algebras are assumed to be commutative. Moreover, by an affine k-algebra we will mean a finitely generated k-algebra that is an integral domain.
The differential structure on a Poisson algebra
In this section we discuss the differential structure induced by a Poisson bracket.
Suppose A, {−, −} is an affine Poisson k-algebra for some field k, and {x 1 , . . . , x m } is a fixed set of generators. Let δ 1 , . . . , δ m be the operators on A defined by δ i (a) := {a, x i } for all a ∈ A. Then each δ i is a k-linear derivation on A. Note, however, that these derivations need not commute. Nevertheless, we consider (A, δ 1 , . . . , δ m ) as a differential ring, and can speak about differential ideals (i.e., ideals preserved by each of δ 1 , . . . , δ m ), the subring of differential constants (i.e., elements a ∈ A such that δ i (a) = 0 for i = 1, . . . , m), and so on. There is a strong connection between the Poisson and differential structures on A. For example, one checks easily, using that {a, −} is also a derivation on A, that (i) an ideal of A is a Poisson ideal if and only if it is a differential ideal
From this we get, more or less immediately, the following differential characterisations of when a prime Poisson ideal P of A is locally closed and primitive:
(ii) P is locally closed if and only if the intersection of all the prime differential ideals in A/P is not trivial. (iii) P is primitive if and only if there is a maximal ideal in A/P that does not contain any nontrivial differential ideals.
To characterise rationality we should extend to F = Frac(A), in the canonical way, both the Poisson and differential structures on A. It is then not difficult to see that the Poisson center of F, {−, −} is precisely the subfield of total constants in (F, δ 1 , . . . , δ m ). In particular, (iv) a prime Poisson ideal in A is rational if and only if the constant field of Frac(A/P ) is algebraic over k.
Remark 2.1. The above characterisations are already rather suggestive to those familiar with the model theory of differentially closed fields; for example, locally closed corresponds to the generic type of a differential variety being isolated, and rationality corresponds to that generic type being weakly orthogonal to the constants. Note however that the context here is several derivations that may not commute. In order to realise the model-theoretic intuition, therefore, something must be done. One possibility is to work with the model theory of partial differential fields where the derivations need not commute. Such a theory exists and is tame; for example, it is an instance of the formalism worked out in [36] . The following well known prime decomposition theorem for Poisson ideals can be seen as an illustration of how the differential structure on a Poisson algebra can be useful. Proof. Because of (i) it suffices to prove the lemma with "differential" in place of "Poisson". This result can be found in Dixmier [8, Lemma 3.3.3] .
Rational implies Primitive
In order to prove that Poisson rational implies Poisson primitive in affine complex Poisson algebras, we will make use of the differential-algebraic fact expressed in the following lemma. This is our primary method for producing new constants in differential rings, and will be used again in Section 6. would witness the truth of the lemma and we would be done. Letting
is a proper subspace of k d−1 , and hence
is a proper subspace of V . We prove the lemma by applying the induction hypothesis to W with
We only need to verify the assumptions. Assumption (i) holds a fortiori of T . Toward assumption (ii), note that if (S \ T ) = (0), then we are done by the induction hypothesis applied to span k u 1 , . . . , u d−1 with S \ T . Hence we may assume that (S \ T ) = (0), and so as A is an integral domain T = (0).
It remains to check assumption (iii): we claim that for each I ∈ T , W ∩ I = (0).
Indeed, since I ∩ V = (0), we have in I a nonzero element of the form v :
As I is preserved by δ we get
by choice of T , we must have
We now prove that rational implies primitive. Note that the converse is well known [38, 1.7(i), 1.10]. Proof. By replacing A by A/P if necessary, we may assume that P = (0). Let S denote the set of nonzero Poisson prime ideals Q such that Q does not properly contain a nonzero Poisson prime ideal of A. We claim that S is countable. To see this, let V be a finite-dimensional subspace of A that contains 1 and contains a set of generators for A. We then let V n denote the span of all products of elements of V of length at most n. By assumption, we have A = n≥0 V n and in particular every nonzero ideal of A intersects V n nontrivially for n sufficiently large.
We claim first that
has nontrivial intersection. Toward a contradiction, suppose S n = (0). Fixing generators {x 1 , . . . , x m } of A over C, let δ i be the derivation given by {−, x i } for i = 1, . . . , m. Since the ideals in S n are Poisson, they are differential. The assumptions of Lemma 3.1 are thus satisfied, and we have f ∈ Frac(A) \ C with δ i (f ) = 0 for all i = 1, . . . , m. This contradicts the Poisson rationality of (0) in A, see statement (iv) of Section 2. Hence L n := Q∈Sn Q is nonzero.
Next we claim that S n is finite. Since A is a finitely generated integral domain and L n is a nonzero radical Poisson ideal, we have by Lemma 2.2 that in the prime decomposition L n = P 1 ∩ · · · ∩ P m each P i is a nonzero prime Poisson ideal. As each ideal in S n is prime and contains L n , and hence also some P i , it follows by choice of S that S n ⊆ {P 1 , . . . , P m }.
S n is countable. We let Q 1 , Q 2 , . . . be an enumeration of the elements of S. For each i, there is some nonzero f i ∈ Q i . We let T denote the countable multiplicatively closed set generated by the f i . Then B := T −1 A is a countably generated complex algebra. It follows that B satisfies the Nullstellensatz [4, II.7.16] and since C is algebraically closed, we then have that B/I is C for every maximal ideal I of B. If I is a maximal ideal of B and J := I ∩ A then A/J embeds in B/I, and hence A/J ∼ = C and so J is a maximal ideal of A. By construction, J does not contain any ideal in S, and so (0) is the largest Poisson ideal contained in J. That is, (0) is Poisson primitive, as desired.
We note that this proof only requires the uncountability of C; it works over any uncountable base field k. If one follows the proof, we cannot in general ensure that B/I ∼ = k, but we have that it is an algebraic extension of k since B still satisfies the Nullstellensatz. We then have that A/J embeds in an algebraic extension of k and thus it too is an algebraic extension of k and we obtain the desired result.
A differential-algebraic example
Our goal in this section is to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1. There exists a complex affine algebra R equipped with a derivation δ such that (i) the field of constants of Frac(R), δ is C, and (ii) the intersection of all nontrivial prime differential ideals of R is zero. In fact, such an example can be found of any Krull dimension ≥ 3.
To the reader sufficiently familiar with the model theory of differentially closed fields, this theorem should not be very surprising: the δ-ring R that we will produce will be the coordinate ring of a D-variety that is related to the Manin kernel of a simple nonisotrivial abelian variety defined over a function field over C. We will attempt, however, to be as self-contained and concrete in our construction as possible. We will at times be forced to rely on results from model theory for which we will give references from the literature. We begin with some preliminaries on differential-algebraic geometry.
4.1.
Prolongations, D-varieties, and finitely generated δ-algebras. Let us fix a differential field (k, δ) of characteristic zero. Suppose that V ⊆ A n is an irreducible affine algebraic variety over k. Then by the prolongation of V is meant the algebraic variety τ V ⊆ A 2n over k whose defining equations are
Here P δ denotes the polynomial obtained by applying δ to all the coefficients of P . The projection onto the first n coordinates gives us a surjective morphism π :
If δ is trivial on k then τ V is nothing other than T V , the usual tangent bundle of V . In fact, this is the case as long as V is defined over the constant field of (k, δ) because in the defining equations for τ V given above we could have restricted ourselves to polynomials P coming from I(V ) ∩ F [X 1 , . . . , X n ] for any field of definition F over V . In general, τ V will be a torsor for the tangent bundle; for each a ∈ V the fibre τ a V is an affine translate of the tangent space T a V .
Taking prolongations is a functor which acts on morphisms f : V → W by acting on their graphs. That is, τ f : τ V → τ W is the morphism whose graph is the prolongation of the graph of f , under the canonical identification of τ (V × W ) with τ V × τ W .
We have restricted our attention here to the affine case merely for concreteness. The prolongation construction extends to abstract varieties by patching over an affine cover in a natural and canonical way. Details can be found in §1.9 of [31] .
This following formalism was introduced by Buium [6] as an algebro-geometric approach to Kolchin's differential algebraic varieties.
where V is an irreducible algebraic variety over k and s : V → τ V is a regular section to the prolongation defined over k. A D-subvariety of (V, s) is then a D-variety (W, t) where W is a closed subvariety of V and t = s| W .
An example of a D-variety is any algebraic variety V over the constant field of (k, δ) and equipped with the zero section to its tangent bundle. Such D-varieties, and those isomorphic to them, are called isotrivial. (By a morphism of D-varieties (V, s) and (W, t) we mean a morphism f :
We will eventually construct D-varieties, both over the constants and not, that are far from isotrivial.
Suppose now that V ⊆ A n is an affine variety over k and k[V ] is its co-ordinate ring. Then the possible affine D-variety structures on V correspond bijectively to the extensions of δ to a derivation on k[V ]. Indeed, given s : V → τ V , write s(X) = X, s 1 (X), . . . , s n (X) in variables X = (X 1 , . . . , X n ). There is a unique derivation on the polynomial ring k[X] that extends δ and takes X i → s i (X). The fact that s maps V to τ V will imply that this induces a derivation on
Conversely suppose we have an extension of δ to a derivation on k[V ], which we will also denote by δ. Then we can write δ X i + I(V ) = s i (X) + I(V ) for some polynomials s 1 , . . . , s n ∈ k[X]. The fact that δ is a derivation on k[V ] extending that on k will imply that s = (id, s 1 , . . . , s n ) is a regular section to π : τ V → V . It is not hard to verify that these correspondences are inverses of each other. Moreover, the usual correspondence between subvarieties of V defined over k and prime ideals of k[V ], restricts to a correspondence between the D-subvarieties of (V, s) defined over k and the prime differential ideals of k [V ] .
From now on, whenever we have an affine D-variety (V, s) over k we will denote by δ the induced derivation on k[V ] described above. In fact, we will also use δ for its unique extension to the fraction field k(V ).
4.2.
The Kolchin topology and differentially closed fields. While the algebrogeometric preliminaries discussed in the previous section are essentially sufficient for explaining the construction of the example whose existence Theorem 4.1 asserts, the proof that this construction is possible, and that it does the job, will use some model theory of differentially closed fields. We therefore say a few words on this now, referring the reader to Chapter 2 of [32] for a much more detailed introduction to the subject.
Given any differential field of characteristic zero, (k, δ), for each n > 0, the derivation induces on A n (k) a noetherian topology that is finer than the Zariski topology, called the Kolchin topology. Its closed sets are the zero sets of δ-polynomials, that is, expressions of the form P (X, δX, δ 2 X, . . . , δ ℓ X) where δ i X = (δ i X 1 , . . . , δ i X n ) and P is an ordinary polynomial over k in (ℓ + 1)n variables.
Actually the Kolchin topology makes sense on V (k) for any (not necessarily affine) algebraic variety V , by considering the Kolchin topology on an affine cover. One can then develop δ-algebraic geometry in general, for example the notions of δ-regular and δ-rational maps between Kolchin closed sets, in analogy with classical algebraic geometry.
The Kolchin closed sets we will mostly come across will be of the following form.
is the map given by a → (a, δa). So to say that s(a) = ∇(a) is to say, writing s = (id, s 1 , . . . , s n ) in an affine chart, that δa i = s i (a) for all i = 1, . . . , n. As the s i are polynomials, (V, s) ♯ is Kolchin closed; in fact it is defined by order 1 algebraic differential equations. While these Kolchin closed sets play a central role, not every Kolchin closed set we will come accross will be of this form.
Just as the geometry of Zariski closed sets is only made manifest when the ambient field is algebraically closed, the appropriate universal domain for the Kolchin topology is a differentially closed field (K, δ) extending (k, δ). This means that any finite system of δ-polynomial equations and inequations over K that has a solution in some differential field extension of (K, δ), already has a solution in (K, δ). In particular, K is algebraically closed, as is its field of constants. One use of differential-closedness is the following property, which is an instance of the "geometric axiom" for differentially closed fields (statement (ii) of Section 2 of [39] ).
4.3.
A D-variety construction over function fields. We aim to prove Theorem 4.1 by constructing a D-variety over C whose co-ordinate ring will have the desired differential-algebraic properties. But we begin with a well known construction of a D-structure on the universal vectorial extension of an abelian variety. This is part of the theory of the Manin kernel and was used by both Buium and Hrushovski in their proofs of the function field Mordell-Lang conjecture. There are several expositions of this material available, our presentation is informed by Marker [31] and Bertrand-Pillay [3] .
Fix a differential field (k, δ) whose field of constants is C but k = C. (The latter is required because we will eventually need an abelian variety over k that is not isomorphic to any defined over C.) In practice k is taken to be a function field over C. For example, one can consider k = C(t) and δ = d dt . Let A be an abelian variety over k, and let A be the universal vectorial extension of A. SoÂ is a connected commutative algebraic group over k equipped with a surjective morphism of algebraic groups p : A → A whose kernel is isomorphic to an algebraic vector group, and moreover, we have the universal property that p factors uniquely through every such extension of A by a vector group. The existence of this universal object goes back to Rosenlicht [41] , but see also the more modern and general algebro-geometric treatment in [33] . The dimension of A is twice that of A.
The prolongation τ A inherits the structure of a connected commutative algebraic group in such a way that π : τ A → A is a morphism of algebraic groups. This is part of the functoriality of prolongations, see §2 of [31] for details on this induced group structure. The kernel of π is the vector group τ 0 A which is isomorphic to the Lie algebra T 0 A. In fact, since τ A is a commutative algebraic group, one can show that τ A is isomorphic to the direct product A × τ 0 A.
We can now put a D-variety structure on A. Indeed it will be a D-group structure, that is, the regular section s : A → τ A will be also a group homomorphism. We obtain s by the universal property that A enjoys: the composition p•π : τ A → A is again an extension of A by a vector group and so there is a unique morphism of algebraic groups s :
is not yet the D-variety we need to prove Theorem 4.1. Rather we will need a certain canonical quotient of it.
Proof. This is from the model theory of differentially closed fields. Given any Dgroup (H, s) over k, work in a differentially closed field K extending k. From Fact 4.3 one can deduce that a connected algebraic subgroup
So, in our case, letting G be the Zariski closure of ker(p) ∩ ( A, s) ♯ (K) establishes the lemma.
Let V be the connected algebraic group A/G. Then V inherits the structure of a D-group which we also denote by s : V → τ V . This D-group (V, s) over k is the one we are interested in. Note that p : A → A factors through an algebraic group morphism V → A, and so in particular dim A ≤ dim V ≤ 2 dim A.
Remark 4.5. It is known that G = ker(p), and so V = A, if and only if A admits a D-group structure if and only if A is isomorphic to an abelian variety over C, see §3 of [3] . So in the case when A is an elliptic curve that is not defined over C, it follows that dim V = 2.
The following well known fact reflects important properties of the Manin kernel that can be found, for example, in [31] . We give some details for the reader's convenience, at least illustrating what is involved, though at times simply quoting results appearing in the literature. 
(ii) Suppose in addition that A has no proper infinite algebraic subgroups (so is a simple abelian variety) and is not isomorphic to any abelian variety defined over C. Then the field of constants of k(V ), δ is C.
Sketch of proof. Part (i). The group structure on τ V is such that ∇ :
is a group homomorphism. Its image lies in τ 0 V which is isomorphic to the vector group T 0 V . Hence all the torsion points of V (k alg ) must be in the kernel of s − ∇, which is precisely (V, s) ♯ (k alg ). So it suffices to show that the torsion of V (k alg ) is Zariski dense in V (k alg ). Now the torsion in A(k alg ) is Zariski dense as A(k alg ) is an abelian variety over k. Moreover, since ker(p) is divisible (it is a vector group), every torsion point of A(k alg ) lifts to a torsion point of A(k alg ). One of the properties of the universal vectorial extension is that no proper algebraic subgroup of A can project onto A (this is 4.4 of [31] ) . So the torsion of A(k alg ) must be Zariski dense in A(k alg ). But V = A/G, and so the torsion of V (k alg ) is also Zariski dense in V (k alg ), as desired. Part (ii)
We need to show, under the stated assumptions on A, that the field of constants of k(V ), δ is contained in k, and hence will be equal to C. Suppose toward a contradiction that there is a rational function f ∈ k(V )\ k with δ(f ) = 0. The strategy now is to use the simplicity of A to construct from f an isomorphism between A and an abelian variety defined over C, thereby contradicting the assumption that A is not defined over C. This part of the argument uses a bit more model theory than we have introduced so far, and so we restrict ourselves to only a sketch of the argument and point to other sources for details.
Work over a differentially closed field K extending k(V ), and denote its field of constants by C. It follows from general properties of differentially closed fields that it will suffice to prove that A is isomorphic to an abelian variety over C. The first step is to show that f restricts to a nonconstant C-valued rational function on (V, s) ♯ (K). Recall that for Zariski generic a ∈ V (K) over k, we have f (a) = f , where on the left-hand side we are viewing f as a (partial) function V (K) → K while on the right-hand side we are viewing f as an element of the field k(V ) ⊂ K. That δ(f ) = 0 means that f (a) ∈ C. That is, f is C-valued on Zariski generic points of V (K) over k. Now, passing to a larger differentially closed field if necessary, we can find a ∈ (V, s) ♯ (K) that is Kolchin generic over k; so no proper Kolchin closed subset of V (K) over k contains a. It follows from Fact 4.3 that such an a is then Zariski generic in V . So f is C-valued on Kolchin generics of (V, s) ♯ (K) and hence, as this is a Kolchin closed condition, on all of (V, s)
♯ is the Manin kernel of A, the intersection of all the Zariski dense Kolchin closed subgroups of A(K). Note that there is no reason, despite the notation, why the Manin kernel should be itself the "sharp" points of a D-variety-indeed it is not. However, Proposition 3.9 of [3] tells us that (V, s)
♯ . This gives us, at least, some nontrivial relationship between A and C.
The rest of the argument follows from the study of finite rank definable groups in differentially closed fields, carried out by Hrushovski and Sokolovic in the unpublished manuscript [22] and exposed in various places. In brief: the simplicity of A implies semiminimality of A ♯ (see 5.2 and 5.3 of [31] ) and then the existence of a nonconstant δ-rational function A ♯ → C gives rise to a surjective δ-rational group homomorphism with finite kernel φ : A ♯ → H(C), for some algebraic group H over C. (See, for example, Proposition 3.7 of [9] for a detailed construction of φ.) A final argument, which is explained in detail in 5.12 of [31] , produces from φ the desired isomorphism between A and an abelian variety defined over C.
4.4.
Write
Lemma 4.7. There exists a finite tuple a from k such that k = C(a) and δ restricts to a derivation on C[a, b].
Qi(a1,...,a ℓ ) where P i and Q i are polynomials over C. In a similar vein, each δb j is a polynomial in b over C(a 1 , . . . , a ℓ ), so let R j (a 1 , . . . , a ℓ ) be the product of the denominators of these coefficients. Then let Q(a 1 , . . . , a ℓ ) be the product of all the Q i 's and the R j 's. Set a = a 1 , . . . , a ℓ , 1 Q(a1,...,a ℓ ) . A straightforward calculation using the Leibniz rule shows that this a works.
Let R := C[a, b]. This will witness the truth of Theorem 4.1. Part (i) of that theorem is immediate from the construction: Frac(R) = k(V ), and so the constant field of Frac(R), δ is C.
Toward part (ii), let X be the C-locus of (a, b) so that R = C[X]. The projection (a, b) → a induces a dominant morphism X → Y , where Y is the C-locus of a, such that the generic fibre X a = V . The derivation on R induces a D-variety structure on X, say s X : X → T X. (Note that as X is defined over the constants the prolongation is just the tangent bundle.) Since δ on k[V ] extends δ on R, s X restricts to s on V .
Let v ∈ (V, s) ♯ (k alg ) and consider the C-locus Z ⊂ X of (a, v). The fact that
This is a Zariski closed condition, and so Z is a D-subvariety of X. Via the correspondence of §4.1, the ideal of Z is therefore a prime δ-ideal of R. As v is a tuple from k alg = C(a) alg , the generic fibre Z a of Z → Y is zero-dimensional. In particular, Z = X, and so the ideal of Z is nontrivial.
But the set of such points v is Zariski dense in V = X a , and so the union of the associated D-subvarieties Z is Zariski dense in X. Hence the intersection of their ideals must be zero. We have proven that the intersection of all nontrivial prime differential ideals of R is zero. This gives part (ii).
Finally there is the question of the Krull dimension of R, that is, dim X. As pointed out in Remark 4.5, if we choose our abelian variety in the construction to be an elliptic curve (defined over k and not defined over C) then dim V = 2, and so dim X = dim Y + 2. But dim Y , which is the transcendence degree of k, can be any positive dimension: for any n there exist transcendence degree n function fields k over C equipped with a derivation such that k δ = C. So we get examples of any Krull dimension ≥ 3.
A counterexample in Poisson algebras
In this section, we use Theorem 4.1 to show that for each d ≥ 4, there is a Poisson algebra of Krull dimension d that does not satisfy the Poisson Dixmier-Moeglin equivalence. To do this, we need the following lemma, which gives us a way of getting a Poisson bracket from a pair of commuting derivations.
Lemma 5.1. Suppose S is a ring equipped with two commuting derivations δ 1 , δ 2 , and k is a subfield contained in the kernel of both. Then
Proof. Clearly, {r, r} = 0. The maps {r, −} and {−, r} : S → S are k-linear derivations since they are S-linear combinations of the k-linear derivations δ 1 and δ 2 . It only remains to check the Jacobi identity. A direct (but tedious) computation shows that
Using this and the commutativity of the derivations δ 1 and δ 2 , one can easily check that {r, {s, t}} + {t, {r, s}} + {s, {t, r}} = 0, as desired. Here by p δ we mean the polynomial obtained by applying δ to the coefficients. Note that δ 1 is the unique extension of δ that sends t to zero, while δ 2 is the unique extension of the trivial derivation on R that sends t to 1. It is easily seen that k is contained in the kernel of both. These derivations commute on S since δ 2 is trivial on R and on monomials of degree n > 0 we have
Lemma 5.1 then gives us that
is a Poisson bracket on S. Let q(t) ∈ Frac(S) be in the Poisson centre. Then for a ∈ R we must have, 0 = {a, q(t)} = δ(a)q ′ (t).
Since δ is not identically zero on R, we see that q ′ (t) = 0. This forces q(t) = α ∈ Frac(R). But then 0 = {α, t} = δ(α), and so α is in the constant field of Frac(R). Conversely, if f ∈ Frac(R) with δ(f ) = 0 then {f, q(t)} = δ(f )q ′ (t) = 0 for all q(t) ∈ Frac(R[t]), and hence f is in the Poisson center.
If P is a prime ideal of R then Q := P S is a prime ideal of S. If moreover δ(P ) ⊆ P then {P, q(t)} ⊆ q ′ (t)δ(P ) ⊆ Q for any q(t) ∈ S. Hence {Q, q(t)} ⊆ {P, q(t)}S + P {S, q(t)} ⊆ Q.
It follows that {Q, S} ⊆ Q, and so Q is a Poisson prime ideal of S. 
A finiteness theorem on height one differential prime ideals
In this section we will prove the following differential-algebraic theorem, which will be used in the next section to establish a weak Poisson Dixmier-Moeglin equivalence. When m = 1 this theorem is a special case of unpublished work of Hrushovski [20, Proposition 2.3]. It is possible that Hrushovski's method (which goes via a generalisation of a theorem of Jouanolou) extends to this setting of several (possibly noncommuting) derivations. But we will give an algebraic argument that is on the face of it significantly different. We first show that if the principal ideal f A is already a differential ideal then δ(f )/f is highly constrained (Proposition 6.3). We then use this, together with Bézout-type estimates (Proposition 6.8), to deal with the case when the given height one prime differential ideals are principal (Proposition 6.10). Finally, using Mordell-Weil-Néron-Severi, we are able to reduce to that case.
We will use the following fact from valued differential fields.
Fact 6.2. [37, Corollary 5.3]
1 Suppose K/k is a function field of characteristic zero and transcendence degree d, and v is a rank one discrete valuation on K that is trivial on k and whose residue field is of transcendence degree d−1 over k. Then for any k-linear derivation δ on K there is a positive integer N such that v
Proposition 6.3. Let k be a field of characteristic zero and let A be a finitely generated integrally closed k-algebra equipped with a k-linear derivation δ. Then there is a finite-dimensional k-vector subspace W of A with the property that whenever f ∈ A \ {0} has the property that δ(f )/f ∈ A we must have δ(f )/f ∈ W .
Proof. We have that A is the ring of regular functions on some irreducible affine normal variety X. Moreover, X embeds as a dense open subset of a projective normal variety Y . Then Y \ X is a finite union of closed irreducible subsets whose dimension is strictly less than that of X. We let Y 1 , . . . , Y ℓ denote the closed irreducible subsets in Y \ X that are of codimension one in Y . Let f ∈ A \ {0} be such that g := δ(f )/f ∈ A. Then g is regular on X and so its poles are concentrated on Y 1 , . . . , Y ℓ . But by Fact 6.2, if we let ν i be the valuation on k(X) induced by Y i , we have that there is some natural number N that is independent of f such that ν i (g) ≥ −N for all i = 1, . . . , ℓ. It follows that
. Since Y is a projective variety that is normal in codimension one, W is a finite-dimensional k-vector subspace of Frac(A), see [16, Corollary A.3.2.7] . By assumption g = δ(f )/f ∈ A and so we may replace W by W ∩ A if necessary to obtain a finite-dimensional subspace of A.
6.1. Bézout-type estimates. The next step in our proof of Theorem 6.1 is Proposition 6.8 below, which has very little to do with differential algebra at all -it is about linear operators on an affine complex algebra. Its proof will use estimates that we derive in Lemma 6.6 on the number of solutions to certain systems of polynomial equations over the complex numbers, given that the system has only finitely many solutions.
We will use the following Bézout inequality from intersection theory. It is well known, in fact, that in the statement below one can replace N d+1 by N d , but we are unaware of a proper reference and the weaker bound that we give is sufficient for our purposes. V (g 1 , . . . , g d+1 ) = V (f 1 , . . . , f s ) . In particular, X = V (g 1 ) ∩ · · · ∩ V (g d+1 ) has degree at most N d+1 and so the number of zero dimensional components of X is at most N d+1 .
The following is an easy exercise on the Zariski topology of C d .
Lemma 6.5. Suppose Y and Z are Zariski closed sets in C d and suppose that Y \Z is finite. Then |Y \ Z| is bounded by the number of zero-dimensional irreducible components of Y . This is the main counting lemma. Lemma 6.6. Let n, d, and N be natural numbers and suppose that X ⊆ C n+d is the zero set of a system of polynomials of the form
Proof. We write
where P 1 , . . . , P n , Q ∈ C[y 1 , . . . , y d ] are polynomials of degree at most N . If X is finite then |X| ≤ (n + 1)N d+1 .
Remark 6.7. We will be using this lemma in a context where N = 1 and d is fixed. So the point is that the bound grows only polynomially in n.
Proof of Lemma 6.6. Let the defining equations of X be
for j = 1, . . . , m and let π :
So X 0 := π(X) is the set of points α = (α 1 , . . . , α d ) ∈ C d for which the system of equations
for j = 1, . . . , m, has a solution. Now suppose X is finite. Then for α ∈ X 0 , π −1 (α) ∩ X must be a single point as it is a finite set defined by affine linear equations. So |X| = |X 0 |, and it suffices to count the size of X 0 . Moreover, X 0 is precisely the set of α such that (1) has a unique solution.
Note that if n > m then for every α, either (1) has no solution or it has infinitely many solutions. So, assuming that X 0 is nonempty, we may assume that n ≤ m. But if n = m then off a proper Zariski closed set of α in C d the system (1) has a unique solution -contradicting that X 0 is finite. So n < m.
Let A(y 1 , . . . , y d ) denote the m × (n + 1) matrix whose j-th row is the row
and let B(y 1 , . . . , y d ) denote the m × n matrix obtained by deleting the (n + 1)-st column of A. We have that α ∈ X 0 if and only if the last column of A(α) is in the span of the column space of B(α); equivalently, A(α) and B(α) must have the same rank and this rank is necessarily n. Let Y be the set of all α such that every (n + 1) × (n + 1) minor of A(α) vanishes. So α ∈ Y says that the rank of A(α) is ≤ n. Let Z be the set of all α such that every n × n minor of B(α) vanishes. So α ∈ Z means the rank of B(α) < n. Hence X 0 = Y \Z. Since each (n+1)×(n+1) minor of A(y 1 , . . . , y d ) has degree at most (n+1)N , we see from Fact 6.4 that the number of zero-dimensional irreducible components of Y is at most ((n + 1)N ) d+1 . By Lemma 6.5,
Here is the main conclusion of this subsection.
. . , L m are C-linear operators on A, and V and W are finite-dimensional C-linear subspaces of A. Let X be the set of f ∈ V for which Lj(f ) f ∈ W for all j = 1, . . . , m. Then the image of X in the projectivisation P(V ) is either uncountable or has size at most
Remark 6.9. One should think here of W as fixed and V as growing. So the Proposition gives a bound that grows only polynomially in dim V .
Proof of Proposition 6.8. Let {r 1 , . . . , r n } be a basis for V and let {s 1 , . . . , s d } be a basis for W . We are interested in the set T of (x 1 , . . . , x n ) ∈ C n for which there exists (y 1,j , . . . ,
Since the L j are linear, this becomes
We point out that if (x 1 , . . . , x n ) ∈ T then so is (λx 1 , . . . , λx n ) for λ in C. As we are only interested in solutions in P(C n ), we will let T q denote the set of elements (x 1 , . . . , x n ) in T with x q = 1 and we will bound the size of each T q .
Note that if (x 1 , . . . , x n ) ∈ T q for some q, then as A is an integral domain, n i=1 x i r i = 0, and s 1 , . . . , s d is a basis for W , we see that for j = 1, . . . , m there is necessarily a unique solution (y 1,j , . . . , y d,j ) ∈ C d such that Equation (2) holds. So the cardinality of T q is the same as the set of solutions to Equations (2) in C n+md with x q = 1. It is this latter set that we count.
Let w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w ℓ be a basis for span
We thus have expressions L j (r i ) = i,j,p α i,j,p w p and r i s k = i,p,k β i,k,p w p for j = 1, . . . , m, i = 1, . . . , n, k = 1, . . . , d. Combining these expressions with Equation (2), we see that for j ∈ {1, . . . , m}, we have
In particular, if we extract the coefficient of w p , we see that for j ∈ {1, . . . , m} and p ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ}, we have
Imposing the condition that x q = 1 we obtain the system of equations
for j = 1, . . . , m and p = 1, . . . , ℓ. This system of equations can be described as affine linear equations in {x 1 , . . . , x n } \ {x q } whose coefficients are polynomials in y k,j , 1 ≤ k ≤ d, 1 ≤ j ≤ m of total degree at most one, and hence by Lemma 6.6 the number of solutions is either infinite-in which case it is uncountable as it has a component of dimension bigger than or equal to one and we are working over C-or is at most n md+1 . Thus the size of the union of T q as q ranges from 1 to n is either uncountable or has size at most n md+2 , as desired.
6.2. The case of principal ideals. Here we deal with the case of Theorem 6.1 when there are infinitely many principal prime differential ideals.
Proposition 6.10. Let A be an integrally closed affine C-algebra with C-linear derivations δ 1 , . . . , δ m . Suppose that there exists an infinite set of elements r 1 , r 2 , . . . of A such that δ j (r i )/r i ∈ A for j = 1, . . . , m and i ≥ 1 and such that their images in (A \ {0})/C * generate a free abelian semigroup. Then the field of constants of Frac(A), δ 1 , . . . , δ m is strictly bigger than C.
Proof. Denote the multiplicative semigroup of A \ {0} generated by r 1 , r 2 , . . . by T . As the operator x → δ j (x)/x transforms multiplication into addition, we have that δ j (r)/r ∈ A for all r ∈ T and j ∈ {1, . . . , m}. By Proposition 6.3 there is thus a finite-dimensional subspace W of A such that δ j (r)/r ∈ W for all r ∈ T and j ∈ {1, . . . , m}.
Let q := (1 + Kdim(A))(2 + mdim(W )). We pick a finite-dimensional vector subspace U of A that contains r 1 , . . . , r q+1 . We claim that for N sufficiently large the image of
) is uncountable. Indeed, if it were not, then by Proposition 6.8 its size would be bounded by dim(U N (q+1) )
for all N sufficiently large. Hence by choice of q we get that the size of the image of X N in P(U N (q+1) ) is eventually at most (N (q + 1)) q . On the other hand, for each
q+1 ∈ U N (q+1) ∩ T , and by assumption these give rise to distinct elements of X N whose images in P(U N (q+1) ) are also distinct. So the size of the image of X N in P(U N (q+1) ) is at least (N + 1) q+1 . Comparing the degrees of these polynomials in N , gives a contradiction for large N .
Thus, fixing N sufficiently large, setting V := U N (q+1) , and X := {r ∈ V : r = 0, δ j (r)/r ∈ A, j = 1, . . . , m},
we have shown that the image of X in P(V ) is uncountable. Let S denote the set of all ideals of the form rA where r ∈ X . We claim that Lemma 3.1 applies to S, giving us the sought for differential constant f ∈ Frac(A) \ C which would complete the proof of the proposition. Indeed, condition (1) , that each I ∈ S is differential, holds because I = rA with δ j (r)/r ∈ A for all j = 1, . . . , m. Condition (3), that each ideal in S has nontrivial intersection with the finite-dimensional space V , holds by construction: each I ∈ S is generated by an element of V . It remains only to prove condition (2) ; that S = (0). To see this, note that A is the ring of regular functions on some irreducible affine normal variety X, and X embeds as a dense open subset of a projective normal variety Y . Let Z 1 , . . . , Z s denote the irreducible components of Y \ X of codimension one. For every f ∈ A, the negative part of the div(f ) is supported on {Z 1 , . . . , Z s }. Suppose, toward a contradiction, that there is a nonzero a ∈ rA for all r ∈ X . If {V 1 , . . . , V t } is the support of the positive part of div(a), then the positive part of div(r) is supported on {V 1 , . . . , V t } also, for all r ∈ X . So for all r ∈ X , div(r) is supported on {Z 1 , . . . , Z s , V 1 , . . . , V t }. But there are only countably many divisors supported on this finite set. If two nonzero elements of C(Y ) have the same associated divisor then their ratio is regular on Y and hence necessarily in C * . It follows that the image of X in P(V ) is necessarily countable, a contradiction.
6.3. The Proof of Theorem 6.1. In this section we prove Theorem 6.1. To do this, we need a lemma that shows we can reduce to the principal case. This lemma appears to be something that should be in the literature, but we have not encountered this result before.
Lemma 6.11. Let k be a finitely generated extension of Q, let A be a finitely generated commutative k-algebra that is a domain. Then there is a nonzero s ∈ A such that A s = A[1/s] is a unique factorization domain.
Proof. By replacing A by A[1/f ] for some nonzero f ∈ A we may assume that A is integrally closed. Let X = Spec(A). Note that X is quasi-projective and hence is an open subset of an irreducible projective scheme Y . We may pass to the normalization of Y if necessary (this does not affect X) and assume that X is an open subset of a normal projective scheme Y . Note that Y is noetherian, integral, and separated and so Cl(Y ) surjects on Cl(X) [14, Proposition II.6.5] . From a version of the Mordell-Weil-Néron-Severi theorem (see [29, Corollary 6.6.2] for details), we see that Cl(Y ) is a finitely generated abelian group, and so Cl(X) must be too.
It follows that there exist height one prime ideals P 1 , . . . , P r of A such that if P is a height one prime ideal of A then there are integers a 1 , . . . , a r such that [V (P )] = r i=1 a i [V (P i )] in Cl(X), where for a height one prime Q, [V (Q)] denotes the image of the irreducible subscheme of X that corresponds to Q in Cl(X). Let s be a nonzero element of
gives that P {i:ai<0} P ai i = f {i:ai>0} P ai i for some nonzero rational function f . Then, passing to the localization A s we see that
where we regard f A as a fractional ideal. Since P s ⊆ A s , we see that f ∈ A s and so P s = f A s is principal for each height one prime ideal P of A. It follows that all height one primes of A s are principal and hence A s is a unique factorization domain.
We are finally ready to prove Theorem 6.1.
Proof of Theorem 6.1. We have an affine C-algebra A with C-derivations δ 1 , . . . , δ m , and with infinitely many height one prime differential ideals. Suppose, toward a contradiction, that the field of contants of Frac(A), δ 1 , . . . , δ m is C.
Note that the derivations extend uniquely by the quotient rule to any localisation A[ 1 f ], and that since any such f can only be contained in finitely many height one primes, this localisation also has infinitely many height one prime differential ideals. Therefore, localising appropriately, we may assume that A is integrally closed.
Next we write A in the form A 0 ⊗ k C for some finitely generated subfield k of C, and an affine k-subalgebra A 0 of A such that the δ j restrict to k-linear derivations on A 0 . This can be accomplished as follows: write A as a quotient of a polynomial ring A = C[t 1 , . . . , t d ]/I where I = f 1 , . . . , f r . So the x i := t i + I generate A as a C-algebra. For each i, j we have δ j (x i ) = q i,j (x 1 , . . . , x d ) for some polynomials q i,j ∈ C[t 1 , . . . , t d ]. Let k denote the field generated by the coefficients of f 1 , . . . , f r and by the coefficients of the q i,j , and set
We may assume that Frac(A 0 )∩C = k. Indeed, let K := Frac(A 0 )∩C. Since K is a subfield of the finitely generated field Frac(A 0 ), we have by [43, Theorem 11] that K is finitely generated. We can now replace k by K, and so A 0 by K[x 1 , . . . , x d ].
Next we argue that A 0 has infinitely many height one prime differential ideals. This will use our assumption that the field of constants of Frac(A) is just C.
We claim that if P is a nonzero prime differential ideal of A then P ∩ A 0 is also nonzero. To see this, we pick 0 = y = e i=1 a i ⊗ λ i ∈ P with a 1 , . . . , a e ∈ A 0 nonzero, λ 1 , . . . , λ e ∈ C nonzero, and e minimal. If e = 1 then we have y · λ −1 1 ∈ A 0 ∩P and there is nothing to prove. Assume e > 1. We have
Since the i = e term above is zero, the minimality of e implies that δ j (a e )y −a e δ j (y) must be zero. So we have that δ j (ya −1 e ) = 0 for all j = 1, . . . m. By assumption, y = γa e for some γ ∈ C. So a e ∈ P ∩ A 0 , as desired.
Suppose P is a height one prime differential ideal in A. Then P ∩ A 0 is a prime differential ideal in A 0 . Since it is nonzero, it has height at least one. To see that P ∩ A 0 has height one, suppose that there is some nonzero prime ideal Q of A 0 with Q P ∩ A 0 . Then QA ∩ A 0 = Q since A is a free A 0 -module. If we now look at the set I of ideals I of A with QA ⊆ I ⊆ P such that I ∩ A 0 = Q, then I is non-empty since QA is in I. It follows that I has a maximal element, J. Then J is a nonzero prime ideal of A that is strictly contained in P , contradicting the fact that P has height one. Hence P ∩ A 0 has height one.
Moreover, if P is a height one prime differential ideal in A then P is a minimal prime containing (P ∩ A 0 )A, so only finitely many other prime differential ideals in A can have the same intersection with A 0 as P . So the infinitely many height one prime differential ideals in A give rise to infinitely many height one prime differential ideals in A 0 .
By Lemma 6.11 there is some nonzero s ∈ A 0 such that B := A 0 [
1 s ] is a UFD. As before, the infinitely many height one prime differential ideals of A 0 give rise to infinitely many height one prime differential ideals of the localisation B. But as B is a UFD, these ideals are principal. We obtain an infinite set of pairwise coprime irreducible elements r 1 , r 2 , . . . of B such that δ j (r i )/r i ∈ B for j = 1, . . . , m and i ≥ 1. We now note that B ⊆ A[1/s]. Furthermore, the images of the r i necessarily generate a free abelian semigroup in (A[1/s] \ {0})/C * , since if some non-trivial product of the r i were in C * then it would be in B ∩ C * ⊆ Frac(A 0 ) ∩ C * = k * , which is impossible since the r i are pairwise coprime elements of the UFD B. Proposition 6.10 now applies to A[ 
A weak Poisson Dixmier-Moeglin equivalence
We now show that while the Poisson Dixmier-Moeglin equivalence need not hold in general, a weaker variant does hold. Theorem 7.1. Let A be a complex affine Poisson algebra. For a Poisson prime ideal P of A, the following are equivalent:
(1) P is rational; (2) P is primitive; (3) the set of Poisson prime ideals Q ⊇ P with ht(Q) = ht(P ) + 1 is finite.
Proof. We have already have shown the equivalence of (1) and (2) . It remains to prove the equivalence of (1) and (3). By replacing A by A/P if necessary, we may assume that P = (0). Note that if (1) does not hold then we have a non-constant f ∈ Frac(A) in the Poisson centre. We show that (3) cannot hold; the level sets of f over C will give rise to infinitely many height one Poisson primes. We write f = a/b with a, b ∈ A with b = 0. Let B be the localisation A b . Then it is sufficient to show that there are infinitely many prime ideals in B of height one that are Poisson prime. For each λ ∈ C, we have a Poisson ideal I λ := (a/b − λ)B. Since f is non-constant, for all but finitely many λ ∈ C, I λ is a proper principal ideal. By Krull's principal ideal theorem, we have a finite set of height one prime ideals above I λ , each of which is a Poisson prime ideal by Lemma 2.2. We note that if a prime ideal P contains I α and I β for two distinct complex numbers α and β then P contains α − β, which is a contradiction. It follows that B has an infinite set of height one Poisson prime ideals and so (3) does not hold. Conversely, suppose that (1) holds. Let x 1 , . . . , x m be generators for A as a C-algebra, and consider the derivations δ i (y) = {y, x i }. The rationality of (0) means that the constant field of Frac(A), δ 1 , . . . , δ m is C, see statement (iv) of Section 2. It follows by Theorem 6.1 that there are only finitely many height one prime differential ideals of A. Hence there are only finitely many height one prime Poisson ideals of A, as desired.
As a corollary we will show that the Poisson-Dixmier Moeglin equivalence holds in dimension ≤ 3. But first a lemma which says that the "Poisson points and curves" are never Zariski dense. Proof. We claim that every Poisson prime ideal of height at least d−1 must contain {a, b} for all a, b ∈ A. Let P be a Poisson prime of height ≥ d − 1 and suppose, towards a contradiction, that {a, b} ∈ P . Now, since A/P has Krull dimension at most one, the restriction to Spec(A/P ) of the morphism Spec(
Applying the derivation {a, −} gives ∂f ∂y (a, b){a, b} ∈ P . Since {a, b} ∈ P , we get that ∂f ∂y (a, b) ∈ P . Iterating if necessary, we see that there is a nonzero polynomial h(x) ∈ C[x] such that h(a) ∈ P . Now repeatedly applying {−, b}, and using again that {a, b} ∈ P , we see that such an h can be found with dh dx = 0. But then P contains a nonzero complex number, which is a contradiction. Thus every Poisson prime of height ≥ d − 1 contains {a, b} for all a, b ∈ A. Since the Poisson bracket is not trivial, the result follows. Proof. In light of [38, 1.7(i), 1.10] and Theorem 3.2, it is sufficient to show that if P is a Poisson rational prime ideal of A then P is Poisson locally closed. By replacing A by A/P if necessary, we may assume that P = (0). By Theorem 7.1, there are finitely many height one prime ideals of A that are Poisson prime ideals. By Lemma 7.2, the intersection of prime ideals of height ≥ 2 of A that are Poisson prime ideals is nonzero. It follows that the intersection of the nonzero Poisson prime ideals of A is nonzero and hence we see that (0) is Poisson locally closed, as desired.
Arbitrary base fields of characteristic zero
So far we have restricted our attention to C-algebras. It is natural to ask whether our results, both positive and negative, extend to arbitrary base fields. In this section we will show that everything except the fact that rationality implies primitivity, namely Theorem 3.2, more or less automatically extends to arbitrary characteristic zero fields.
First a word about positive characteristic. Note that if A is a finitely generated commutative Poisson algebra over a field of characteristic p > 0, then a p is in the Poisson centre for every a ∈ A, and in particular it can be shown that for a prime Poisson ideal P of A, the notions of Poisson primitive, Poisson rational, and Poisson locally closed are all equivalent to the algebra A/P being a finite extension of the base field. Thus we restrict our attention to base fields of characteristic zero.
Let us consider first the construction of Poisson algebras in which (0) is rational but not locally closed. This was done in Sections 4 and 5. The only use of the complex numbers in Theorem 4.1 was that they form an algebraically closed field. Starting, therefore, with an arbitrary field k of characteristic zero, we obtain, over L = k alg , an affine L-algebra R equipped with an L-linear derivation δ, such that the field of constants of Frac(R) is L and the intersection of all nontrivial prime differential ideals of R is zero. Now, as in the proof of Theorem 6.1, we can write R = R 0 ⊗ F L where F is a finite extension of k and R 0 is a differential affine F -subalgebra of R such that Frac(R 0 ) ∩ L = F . So the constant field of Frac(R 0 ) is L, and hence algebraic over k. Since the intersection of a prime differential ideal in R with R 0 is prime and differential in R 0 , we get that the intersection of all prime differential ideals of R 0 is also trivial. We can view R 0 as an affine k-algebra and that changes neither the fact about the constants of Frac(R 0 ), nor the fact about the intersection of the prime differential ideals of R 0 . Apply Proposition 5. Next we consider the positive statements, that is Theorem 7.1. First of all, the proof given there that if a Poisson prime ideal P is contained in only finitely many Poisson prime ideals of height ht(P ) + 1 then P is rational, works verbatim over an arbitrary field of characteristic zero. The proof of the converse, on the other hand, uses both the uncountability and algebraic closedness of C, because these are used in the proof of Proposition 6.10. To deal with this, we require the following lemma, which shows that we can extend scalars and assume that the base field is algebraically closed and uncountable. Lemma 8.2. Let k be a field of characteristic zero and let A be an affine k-algebra equipped with a Poisson bracket. Suppose that k alg ∩ Frac(A) = k and that (0) is a Poisson rational ideal of A. Then for any algebraically closed field extension F of k, the F -algebra B := A ⊗ k F is again a domain with (0) a Poisson rational ideal, where we extend the Poisson bracket from A to B in the natural way.
Proof. Since k alg ∩ Frac(A) = k, the F -algebra B := A ⊗ k F is again a domain. The Poisson bracket on A extends naturally to B and we claim that (0) is a Poisson rational ideal of B. Toward a contradiction, suppose that there exists b/c ∈ Frac(B) \ F that is in the Poisson centre, with b, c ∈ B, and c nonzero.
We first show that we can witness this counterexample with a finite extension of k rather than F . There is a finitely generated k-subalgebra R of F such that b, c ∈ A ⊗ k R. Let a 1 , . . . , a n ∈ A and r 1 , . . . , r n , s 1 , . . . , s n ∈ R, some of which are possibly zero, be such that b = n i=1 a i ⊗ r i and c = n i=1 a i ⊗ s i . Since b ∈ F c, we have that there exist i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that the 2 × 2 matrix whose first row is (r i , r j ) and whose second row is (s i , s j ) has nonzero determinant. We let ∆ ∈ R denote this nonzero determinant. Since the Jacobson radical of R is zero, there is some maximal ideal I of R such that ∆c ∈ A ⊗ k I. Now let {s 1 , . . . , s m } ⊆ L be a basis for L over k, and hence a basis for A ⊗ k L as a finite and free A-module. Then since Frac(A ⊗ k L) = Frac(A) ⊗ k L, we have u = f i s i with f i ∈ Frac(A). As u / ∈ L, there exists some f i that is not in k. Now for any x ∈ A we have 0 = {u, x} = {f i , x}s i , and since the s i form a basis, we see that each {f i , x} = 0. So all the f i are in the Poisson centre of Frac(A), contradicting the fact that Frac(A) has Poisson center k. Now suppose that A is an affine k-algebra equipped with a Poisson bracket. Then k alg ∩ Frac(A) is an algebraic extension K of k. In particular, we may replace k by K and replace A by the K-subalgebra of Frac(A) generated by K and A if necessary and the resulting algebra will still have the property that (0) is Poisson rational. We may now take an uncountable algebraically closed extension F of k and invoke Lemma 8.2 to show that the F -algebra B := A ⊗ k F has the property that (0) is Poisson rational. By Theorem 7.1, B has only finitely many height one prime ideals that are Poisson prime ideals. We point out that it follows that A can only have finitely many height one prime Poisson ideals. Indeed, let {P 1 , . . . , P s } be the set of height one prime ideals of B that are Poisson. By the "going-down" property for flat extensions, we see that Q i := P i ∩ A must have height at most one in A. So it suffices to show that every height one prime Poisson ideal Q of A is contained in some P i ; it will then have to be one of the nonzero Q i that occurs on this list. If Q is a height one prime Poisson ideal of A then the fact that B is a free A-module gives that (A/Q) ⊗ k F embeds in B/QB. In particular, by Noether normalization, B/QB contains a polynomial ring over F in d = Kdim(B) − 1 variables and hence has Krull dimension exactly Kdim(B) − 1. Since QB is a Poisson ideal, there is a height one prime ideal Q ′ in B that contains QB, which is necessarily a Poisson prime ideal by Lemma 2.2. Thus every height one prime Poisson ideal of A is contained in some height one prime Poisson ideal of B, as desired.
We have thus proved: Theorem 8.3. Let k be a field of characteristic zero and A an affine Poisson kalgebra. Then a Poisson prime ideal P of A is rational if and only if the set of Poisson prime ideals Q ⊇ P with ht(Q) = ht(P ) + 1 is finite.
There is only remaining the issue of rationality implying primitivity (Theorem 3.2). Our proof here again uses, in an essential way, that C is uncountable. We note, however, that the proof works in general for any uncountable field (see the remarks following the proof of Theorem 3.2). We are left therefore with the following open question: Question 8.4. Suppose k is a countable field of characteristic zero and A an affine Poisson k-algebra. Does rationality of a prime Poisson ideal P imply that P is primitive?
The classical Dixmier-Moeglin equivalence
The counterexamples produced in this paper yield also counterexamples to the classical (noncommutative) Dixmier-Moeglin equivalence discussed in the Introduction. Indeed, the following is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.1. Noetherian noncommutative algebras that do not satisfy the classical DixmierMoeglin equivalence seem to be rare. There are very few examples of such algebras in the literature apart from those of Irving and Lorenz mentioned in the Introduction, and these are of infinite GK dimension. To the best of our knowledge, Theorem 9.1 gives the first counterexamples in finite GK dimension.
It would be interesting to obtain more counterexamples. 
